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Abstract 
Some new schemes of exponential product formulas are proposed together with a basic theorem. A typical hybrid 
fourth-order product formula is given by expl -x( A + B)] = Sk n/3)Q( x)S& x/3&( x)S,( x/3) + O( nS> = Q( x>&( X/ 
3)S,(x/3)Sa(x/3)Q(x) + 0(x5), where S,(x) = e-XA/2e-XRe-XA/2, S,(x) = e-XB/2e-XAe-XB/2, and Q(x) = 
exp(- $(x/613iB, IA, BID. 
In previous papers [l-9], some systematic 
schemes of exponential product formulas have been 
studied by restricting them into the following form, 
e-xfA+W = e -tzAe-~~~e-~~A. *. e-r.wA + Q( x$+1). 
(1) 
Here the parameters (tj] are pro~~onal to I and 
they are detested so that the product (1) may 
express an sth order approximant. These formulas 
are very useful in quantum mechanics [lo] and statis- 
tical mechanics [8], because each factor in the right- 
hand side of (1) can be expressed ~~~i~lly in 
most cases and because the quantum effect, namely 
the noncommutativity effect of A and B, can be 
treated very accurately using the above product for- 
mulas. The quantum effect is one of the most impor- 
tant problems in modem physics, pa~icul~ly quan- 
tum fluctuations, for example, using quantum Monte 
Carlo simulations [ll-181. In applying formula (1) 
to quantnm mechanics, the sign of (tj/ix} is irrele- 
vant, because each factor in (1) is unitary for x = it. 
However, the negative sign [2] of (tj/~} gives a 
serious problem, because it is diffkult to treat an 
exponential operator of the form exp(ti) for t > 0 
and for a positive unbounded operator A. In fact, 
there always appears [2] a negative sign in higher- 
order decompositions for s & 3, if we confine our 
product formulas in the form (1) with real {tj}. The 
purpose of the present paper is to extend the product 
fo~ula (1) to more general schemes. One of such 
generalized schemes is to make use of the complex 
decomposition [1,2,4,19] in which (tj] are complex. 
The simplest complex decomposition is given by 
k2,4J9] 
Q,(X) =&(WUW, (21 
where A = $1 St i/ 6) and 
s,(x) =2 e_xA/re_xBe_xA/2+ (3) 
A fourth-order decomposition of this form is given 
hy WI 
Qd-4 =Q~JWQ@~~), (4) 
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with A, = (1 + ei”/4)-‘. Recursively we obtain [1,2] 
Q,(x) =Q,-,c+)QS-,(%~>7 (5) 
where 
A, = (1+ ei+)? (6) 
Thus, when we rewrite Q,(x) in the form (11, we 
find that Re(ti) > 0 for x > 0 and for s Q 6. This 
property is extremely important when A and 19 are 
positive but unbounded operators. This has never 
been pointed out explicitly in the literature. If we put 
fj = xi + iyj with real xi and yj, then we obtain 
e_tjA = e -xjAe-iyjA 
(7) 
Therefore, we have 
Ile-‘iA 11 < Ile-*iA 11 . IleeiYIA II < 1 (8) 
for A 3 0 and for s G 6. Similarly we have lie-@ II 
< 1 for B 3 0 and for s Q 6. Thus, we can construct 
higher-order contraction product formulas even for 
positive unbounded operators. Furthermore, we can 
show [20] the following strong-norm convergence, 
lim 11 [e-x(A +st _ Q3 x/n)] J/ ll = 0 (9) n-m 
for any vector + in the domain 9 =9(A) ITS(B), 
when A, B and A + B are non-negative selfadjoint 
operators, and when {Q,(X)) are given in the above 
complex form (5) for s Q 6. The above decomposi- 
tion (5) is a hybrid product scheme in the sense that 
it is a product of contraction generators and unitary 
operators. If we try to apply the above hybrid scheme 
to Monte Carlo simulations, then we have a nega- 
tive-sign problem in the unitary operators {e-iYjA) 
and {e-iy@). 
Now, we propose here some general schemes of 
higher-order decomposition including commutators 




. . . . 
(10) 
is well known [21,22]. However, this contains many 
kinds of commutators. In fact, it contains an infinite 
number of independent commutators. On the other 
hand, our general scheme (1) does not include any 
~o~utator even for s + ~0. One of the present main 
ideas is to consider new general schemes based on a 
restricted ~~~b~r of commutator. We may try to 
include not only commutators but also polynomials 
of A and B such as A’, B2 and [A, B]~ in con- 
structing product formulas. However, we have the 
following. 
Basic theorem. When an exponential operator 
eexfA +‘) is expressed in the form 
e-x(A+s) = eclecz.. . ecr + O( XS+ ‘1, 
(11) 
each Cj takes one of the free Lie elements (namely, 
A, B, IA, ~l,[& [A, ~11, [A, [A, BII,...). Even 
if we add nonlinear elements (namely, A2, B2, A3, 
[A, ~1~. . .>, they do not affect the coefficients of 
free Lie elements, namely they are irrelevant to the 
above product scheme (11). In other words, any 
number of restricted free Lie elements including A 
and B can be used as bases of (11) for any order S. 
The proof of this basic theorem is given by using 
Friedricks’ theorem [21]. Namely, if {Cj) in (11) 
includes nonlinear elements, then the operator 
@((Cj)) defined by 
ect ecZ . ..e ‘7 = exp @({Cj}) 
is decomposed into two parts as 
(12) 
@({‘jj) = @f(I’j)) + @n({‘j))* (13) 
Here @&{Cj)> is a linear combination of free Lie 
elements of A and B and @J{C$ denotes the 
remaining part composed of nonlinear elements. The 
requirement that exp @({C,)) is of the order of s 
yields the conditions that 
@,((Cj}) = -x( A f B) + O( xS+ ‘) 
and 
(14) 
Qn({Cj}) = o(xs+‘). (15) 
Clearly, the above two operators @&Cj)) and 
@${C$ are independent of each other and conse- 
quently condition (15) is irrelevant to (14). Further- 
more, from Friedricks’ theorem [21], we find that 
{C,) in Qr are composed only of free Lie elements of 
A and B, and that {Cj> in rP, are composed of the 
remaining nonline~ elements of {Cj). Thus, we ar- 
rive at the above basic theorem. 
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The first new scheme based on the above basic 
theorem is given in the form (11) with 
Cj= -$xX(A or8) or Ck= -s,x’[A, B] 
(16) 
for some {j) and (kf with fj > 0. In this new scheme, 
it may be possible to determine ifi) in the region 
tj > 0 by choosing t and {sk) appropriately for any 
order S. This proposition will be confirmed else- 
where [23]. 
In fact, a fourth-order product formula in this 
scheme is given by 
Q,(x) = e- 
X=Ce-A/2e-xZCe -xB~+x=C~-A/~~+X~C 
67) 
with C= $[ A, B]. This is easily derived by the 
Boer-Campbell-Hau~o~ formula 1211 
eAeB=exp(A+B+i[A, B] 
+&[A-B, [A, B]] f . ..). 
In fact, we first note 
(18) 
e-xzCe-xBexzC = e-xB-x3[B,C]+O(xs) 
Then, we have 
(39) 





Then, we arrive at 
Q,( x) = e-xzcQz( x)ex2’ = eexcA fB) + 0(x’) . 
WI 
Here, we have used the theorem that any symmetric 
decomposition of (2m - 0th order is correct up to 
the (2m)th order [2,24]. 
The above procedure will be extended [23] to 
higher-order product formulas based on A, B and C. 
Next we discuss another contraction scheme of 
the form 111) with 
Cj= -tjxX(AorB) or 
C,= -skx3[B, [A, B]] (22) 
for tj > 0. As is easily seen, the bird-order correc- 
tion m the BCH formula (18) is composed of the two 
commutators [A, [A, B]] and [B, [A, B]]. More 
generally, the exponential operator exp[ -x( A + B)] 
is expanded using the Zassenhaus formula (10). By 
symmetrization [1,2,24], we have 
e-x(A+B) = e-xA/2e-xB/2e-x3[A+2B,[A,B]~/24 
x e-xfJ/2e-xA /2 + a( x5). 
(23) 
It is more convenient if only one type of the commu- 
tator [B, [A, B]] appears in the decomposition, as in 
a trace approximant of the fourth order [25]. Thus, 
we try here to construct a fourth-order operator 
approximant of the form (111 with (22). Direct calcu- 
lation of it is so complicated that we have to invent a 
more convenient procedure. From our experience of 
deriving the previous scheme (211, we first note 
&a( x> = %( PX) S,( 4x1 $a( P> 
=e -xfrP+qXAfB) exp(x3[2(p3 - $)A 
+(4p3-q3)B,C]J+O(x’). (24) 
Here, C = $[A, B] and 
qx) -_ e-xA/2e-xBe-xA/2, 
qx) = e-xB/2e-r.4e-xB/2, 
(25) 
If we put p = q = 3 in (241, then we obtain 
S,,,(x) = e-x(AfSf exp($x’[B, C]) -t- 0(x”). 
(26) 
Thus, we arrive at our desired product formulas 
%(x1 = QC+%aWQW 
= Q( xP.d x/3)&( x/3)%( x/3)Q( 4 
(27) 
or 
s:(x) = W/‘3)QW’d ~/3)Q<G%(x/3), 
(28) 
where 
Q(x~=ev(--~G~'~)~[& [A, ~11). G9 
The commutator [B, [A, B]] in (29) is simplified 
[25-271 as 
f& [A, B]] = IVV(r)12>0, (301 
when 
A= -$A, B=V(r). (31) 
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Thus, the above fourth-order formulas (27) and (28) 
are well-defined ~ntra~ion operators satis~~g the 
norm inequalities 
for x > 0. 
The above procedure will be extended 1231 to the 
derivation of i&her-order product formulas @&(K)} 
for M 2 3 of the form (11) with (22). It is also 
possible to construct many other hybrid schemes 
[23]. 
Some explicit applications of 
schemes will be given elsewhere. 
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